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Cannon Chapel
Sunday, November 2, 1980
2:00 p.m.

CONCERT FOR THE HOSTAGES

The University Choir
James Erb, conductor

Members of the University Orchestra
Joel Eric Suben, conductor

Suzanne Bunting, organ
Catharine Pendleton, mezzo-soprano

A Moment of Silence

Concerto for Organ (Hob. XVIII:8)  F.J. Haydn
   (1732-1809)
   Moderato
   Adagio
   Allegro

Recitative and Aria, "Mir ekelt mehr zu leben",  J.S. Bach
   from Cantata no. 170, "Vergnügte Ruh" (BWV 170)
   (1685-1750)

Here Suffer We a Heavy Doom, op. 74, no. 1  Johannes Brahms
   (1833-1897)
   Southern Harmony

Babel's Streams  (1835)

Siegfried Idyll  Richard Wagner
   (1813-1883)

A Moment of Silence

Because of the special nature of this concert, the performers request
that the audience not applaud.

Concert ushered by members of the Lake Society:

John and Bonnie Moreau       Tom and Elaine Smiley
### The University Orchestra

#### Violins
- Virginia Rouse, concertmistress
- Charles Bland
- Tom Carson
- Martha Jones

#### Violas
- Martin Erb
- David Berry

#### 'Cello
- Karen Zboyovsky
- Elizabeth Wright

#### Bass
- Frank Truesdell

#### Flute
- Patricia Werrell

#### Oboe
- Erika Dollitz

#### Clarinet
- Karen Wells
- Sherry Black

#### Bassoon
- Steve Thompson

#### Horn
- Judith Suben
- Sandra Fralin

#### Trumpet
- Stanley Goldman
- Jeffrey Hanzel

### The University Choir

#### Soprano 1
- Anne D'Agostino
- Lee Ann Chapman
- Sara Deierhoi
- Sally Godsey
- Virginia Griffiths
- Ellen Harrison
- Betty Hughes
- Mary Alice Parks
- Elizabeth Reagan
- Emily Rennie

#### Soprano 2
- Kimberly Beard
- Debra Davis
- Sandra Dickerson
- Amy Heller
- Jennifer Johnson
- Susan O'Keeffe
- Cheryl Smith
- Leigh Ann Spayd
- Jeannie Vivona
- Jennifer Wheeler
- Claire Yancey

#### Tenor 1
- Steven Marshall
- Russell Powell
- Brian Trollope
- Mark Williams

#### Tenor 2
- Thomas Felts
- Nicholas Richardson
- Jason Surles
- Robert Hannah

#### Alto 1
- Elizabeth Andrews
- Cynthia Clark
- Helen Gray
- Tamra Hall
- Mary Harris
- Kathryn Muller
- Suzanne Seiler
- Kaye Tennyson
- Suzanne Utley

#### Alto 2
- Carol Bowen (T1)
- Deborah Davis (T1)
- Rose Fusillo
- Elizabeth McCormick
- Karen Ubele
- Beverly Whitley
- Raidah Ziadeh

#### Bass 1
- Dana Blickwedel
- Rollin Burhans
- Wesley Cooper
- Chris Karageorge
- Michael Kotrady
- James McCormack

#### Bass 2
- Tim Brown
- Chris Cleary
- Glen Davis
- Jeffrey Divers
- Richard Ellison
- Mitch Gallant
- Steven Harloe
- William Pendleton